We consider. a restricted propositional dynamic logic, Strict Deterministic Propositional Dynamic Logic (SDPDL), which is appropriate for reasoning about deterministic well-structured programs. In contrast to POL, for which the validity problem is known to be complete in deterministic exponential time, the validity problem for SDPDL is shown' to be polynomial space complete. We also show that SDPDL is less expressive than POL. The results rely on structure theorems. for models of satisfiable SDPDL formulas, and the proofs give insight into the effects of nondeterminism on intractability and expressiveness in program logics.
Introduction
The major issue in logics of progra·ms is finding a language appropriate for reasoning about programs. We want a language which has sufficient power to enable us to express in a natural way the kinds of properties we would like to prove about programs, such as correctness, termination, and equivalence, and yet is sufficiently tractable to admit an efficient dec·ision procedure. With this in mind, Fischer and Ladner introduced Propositional Dynamic Logic (POL), a logic based on modal logic. It was shown to have a decision procedure complete in deterministic exponential time and many other desirable properties (cf. [FL, Pr3, KP] ).
In ·analogy to regular languages, POL makes use of the nondeterministic program' constructors * and U. However, in programming languages used tOday,. the programs are deterministic. Indeed, historically, much of the research in logics of programs has. dealt only with deterministic programs (cf. the work of Salwicki and his coworkers in Algorithmic· Logic; ega [Sal] and [Mir] ). One way of excluding nondeterrninism from POL is by restricting the· use· of * and U so that they only occur in contexts· which yield deterministic, well-structured programs, equivalent to those built up from· the atomic programs using the constructs while ... do ... od and if ... then ... else ... fie Strict Deterministic PDL (SDPDL) is the restriction of PDL to formulas where programs are of this sort.
Two natural questions arise: (I) Does the restriction to deterministic programs give us an easier decision procedure, and (2) does it lead to a loss of expressive powerj i.e. are there notions which we can express in PDL which 3.re not expressible in SDPDL? The answer to both Questions turns out to be yes.
In section 5, we give a procedure for deciding if an SDPDL formula is satisfiable which runs in polynomial space and show that the decision problem is polynomial·space hard. In section 6 we show that SDPDL is less· expressive than POL, thus answering an open question of Harel ( [Har] ). Both the algorithm and expressibility results are based on structure theorems for models of SDPDL formulas which show that if a formula p is satisfiable, it is satisfiable in a tree model with only polynomially many nodes at each depth. In fact, given any tree model for p, we show that we can always find a subtree with only polynomially many nodes at each depth which is also a model of p (cf. Theorems 4.12, 4.19).
These, proofs give us insight into the effects of Doodeterminism on intractability and expressiveness in prog~am .logics. Essentially they show that a deterministic ·(SDPDL) program cannot examine every node of· a full binary tree, while a nondeterministic program' can. The first author has shown (in [Hall) that this situation holds even in the first order case. Thus first order regular dynamic logic can be shown to'be more expressive than its deterministic counterpart, answering another open question of [Har] ; (cf. [MW] , which studies the qua.ntifier-free case). By contrast, Meyer and Tiuryn have shown (in tMl1) that nondeterminism does not lead to more expressive power in the case of first order dynamic logic with recursively enumerable programs, si~ce a deterministic r.e. program can do a .breadth-first search of a tree.
Results similar to our Theorems 5.1 and 5.3 on .polynomial space completeness result have been announced independently byChlebus ([eh] ).
5yn·tax and Semantics
SDPDL is in fact a restriction of Deterministic POI (DPDL), the logical theory ·with the same syntax as POL but its semantics restricted so that in each state an jltomic program specifies at most one successor state. DPDL, like POL, is known to have a decision procedure which is complete in exponential time (cf. [BHP] ). We briefly review t.he syntax and~mantics of POL and· DPDL.
2.1
Syntox:The alphabet for PDL (as well as DPDL), ...t: consists of a set .0' whose elements are called atomic formulas, a set~O' whose elements are called atomic programs, and the symbols u" i, *, 1, .." (, ), (, ).
The set of programs, %, and the set of formulas, Ct, are defined inducti~ely using the following rules: 1. any atomic program in~O is· a program; 2. if a and' b are programs, then so ar.e (ajb), (aUb) , and a*; (we will occasionally omit the 'parentheses) 3. any atomic formula ·in 1 0 is '3 formula; 4. if p is a formula and a is a prggram, then "'p and (a>p are' formulas;
s. if p is 3 formula,then p1 is a program.
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We also use the following abbreviations:
pAq for (p?>q, pVq for '''pA''q), p"q for "pVq. is~mapping of· programs ·into binary relations on 8 which satisfies the following constraints:
. The size of a structure M =(S, "', p) is the cardinality of S.
2.4
Definition: A (D)PDL model is a (D)PDL structure · (8, "', p) satisfying the following additional constraints on 1f:
6. w("'p) = 8 -",{p) 7. ",«a>p) = (s E 51 3t«s, t) E pea) and t E I'(p»}
2.5
Remarks: 1. Given ",': 1 0 ..~S), 
2.6
Defrnilions: The formula p is satisfiable (resp. Wllit/J iff for sonte (r.esp. aID models . M~(5, 1r, ,p) and some (resp. aiD s E S, we have M, s 1= p. We write~p if p is valid.
2.7
Now we are ready to derme SDPDL. We would like to guarantee that the only programs which appear inside boxes and diamonds' are deterministic ones. We do this by defining the set of SDPDL programs, %5' to be simply the DPDL programs in which U and * appear onty in constructs of the form «p?;a) U ("p?jb» and «p?ja)*;-,,?), which we abbreviate to If p then a else bfl and whl·le p do a od respectively. This restricted class of programs· cltarly rorrespondsto the well known while programs. The'SDPDL formulas, 's' are those formulas of • involving only programs of Zs. The semantics of SDPDL are the same as 'those of DPDL. For convenience , we will assume that '0 always contains the distinguished formula true,
For p E 's' let IPIS be the length of p measured as a string over '0 U %0. U ,{if, then, else, fl, while, do, oel, (, ), (, >, i).
We omit the subscript s when it is clear frolJl context.
The following two lemmas describes the basic relationships among the programs and formulas of Zs and .s· While the proofs· are trivial, the results will be used throughout this paper and the reader should underst.nd them thoroughly before 1Oi~1 OD.
2.8
Lemma: Let M =(·5, 11', p) be a DPDL structure.
1. pflf _p then a else b fl) = s,t)1 (·s,t) E p(a) and s E trfp)} 11 (s,tll (s,t) E pCb) and s Ew(-'P)J. Again SDPDL pt (poor test SDPDL) = DPOL pt n SDPOL.
2.11
Remark: For technical reasons we have not allowed 1\ as a primitive operator in DPDL. Thus· our hierarchy is somewhat different from that defined in [B] or, [Har] . For example, the formula p 1\ Q is in DPDLo in the hierarchy a la Harel, but is easily seen not to be in DPDLo as we have defined it. However, it is in our DPDL I since it is short for <P?>Q. The same holds true at higher levels in the hierarchy. And our DPDL pt is called DPDLo.s in [Har] and. [D] , but that choice of name seemed' inappropriate here since in fa.ct it is not less expressive 'than our DPOL I .
5.
FLs-Closures where M is the model whose graph is given on the left in the figure" below. Then M can be converted to the tree model for' Po shown on the right:
.~.
We will show that" satisfiable SDPDL formulas have tree models with special properties. We are aiming for the following:
4.4
Theorem: Let Po be a satisfiable SDPDL formula such that IpO = n. Then I. If Po E SDPDJ..o, then Po is· satisfiable in a tree'model with one 'branch of depth~D.
2. If Po E SDPDL i • i~1, then Po is satisfiable in a tree model·with S ()(k i ) nodes at depth k.
We need some preliminary definitions and lemmas before we can prove this theorem.
4.5
Definition: For a· E 1: s we. define "(al, 
The length of the trajectory (5& ..
Note that (s,t) E pea) iff there exists a (necessarily unique) a-trajectory (SO' •••, Ik) with 5 = SO and' t =sk·
4.6
Definitions: A straight line path is a et Land M be sets of~traight line paths. Then in analogy to regular languages, we can define the operations of union, concatenation, Kleene star, and exponentiation on these sets, namely:
2_ L-M = (ghl gEL, hEM, and g is finite)
3. L* = • U (u·>1 Li) (where I denotes the
I~I < GO, and (gk l = GO} U fgl g = 8182 g 3... ' for all i, gi ELand Igi l < GOl (i.e. the elements of LfI) are all of infinite length, and consist of either a 'finite concatenation of elements of L of which the last has ,infinite length, or an, \infinite concatenation of elements of L.)
4.7
Definition: For every program .and formula in %s u.s' we can inductively· define a corresponding set of straight line paths: and for all i~IgI,· if P EO., M, si .t= p.
4.9
Lemma: Let M = (S, 11', p) be an SDPDL structure. We are now ready to prove Theorem 4.4. In fact, we will prove the following stronger result, which is, the key theorem for the expressiveness result of section 6.
Theorem:
Suppose M is a tree model, '~, ,SO t= PO' and Ipc) = n. Then Thus, at any depth in the tree M' there are less than n 2 nodes. (This result can be. improved. It can be shown that at any depth in M' there are less than n nodes, but we do not need this fact here.)
Assume as our inductive hypothesis that if q E SDPDL j (i~I) and M is' a tree model with M, s t= q then there is a subtree M' or M which sets qat s and has S 'qI2_k i -1 nodes at depth k. Now suppose P E SDPDL i + 1 ,·IPI = n, and M, SO t= P as in the hypothesis of the theorem. We repeat the argument given above. .This time, each Dj~SDPDL j , so by the induction hypothesis, M qti has S fqJ2'k i -1 nodes at depth k. nus the number of nodes of M j ·at depth k is
""'p2·k i -1 qEnj 1'1 .
S n 2 -k i -1 (using Lemma 4.1<Xb»
i.e. Nit k S n 2 ·k i -1 . this will give us the desired result.
•
SDPDL is Polynomial Spate Complete

5.1
Theore~There is a deterministic algorithm for deciding if an SDPDL formula is satisfiable which runs in polynomial space.
Pr()()f: Let P be an SDPOL formula, IPI = D.· For reasons of clarity we wiD initially present an algorithm which is not optimal with~espect to space, but nevertheless r~ns in polynomial space. We will make some remarks on improving the ,110rithm at ,the end of the proof.
The algorithm essentially tries' to construct the treelike model' of Theorem 4.19 without the benefit of the tree' model as an oracle. At all times the algorithm will be working on a subset of formulas of FLs(p).· There win also be polynomfally many other· such subsets 011 a pushdown stack;waitin8 their tum to be ,worked Oft. These subsets represent states of the mode~and we have to ensure that, aU .the formulas of the form <a>q in these states eventually aresatisrted. Since we ean work on only one branch of the model at a·~iven .ti~e, the sets Oft tht stack represent formulas which will be satisfied along a branch of the model other' than the one on which we are currently working. With each subset is associated a counter (a number S 2 2n +I) and (possibly) one other su·bset which we call the b«/cpoi"ter. This second subset is one which must have the same weicht (in the sense of Definition 4.20) 9. If q is of the form~w,hile p do a od>r, then nondeterministically set 'Ie = P'CII = -w<a><whilep do aod>r, or CIe ="'p, CII ="'r.
1O. If q = --<p?>r, nondeterministically set CIa =CII = "'r, or CIa = CIB ="'p.
It is not hard to show (&gaint·see [OR] ) that for some ll()~n, all the formulas inã re inFLs(p) and are of the form <A>r or -w<A>r. Continue massaging until this is the case. Then 1. If for some formula r, (r,"'r).~Ux~' terminate with "p is unsatisfiable" (either.p really is unsatisfiable, ·or the particular· sequences of choices made by the algorithm was bad).
2. Define:> ("leads to") to be theleast.reftexive ·and transitive relation on ux~such that q .. q8 for all q € Ux~. (Intuitively, if we made the right sequence of choices, every formula of the form· (a>r either is immediately satisfied or it gets massaged into the right form.) Let us assume .for ease of exposition that the formula p mentions only two primitive programs, say Al and A 2 . It will be clear that the procedure is not affected by the presence of more primitive programs. For i = I, 2 let G i =Iq € F~I q is. of the form <Ai~r or ""<Ai>r} and FB, we also assume as .an inductive hypothesis that some of the elements in this set have been "checked", while the ones~hat have not been checked which are of the form <Axal>...<ah>q are associated with a formula of the form' <bt>...<bm>q(m~0) in F8. Intuitively, those formulas which are checked are those in the state to which ·we .are pointing back which either have been satisfied or have a possibility of being satisfied along some branch other than the one on which we are currently.
working. Once all the formulas of the· form <Axal>...<ah>q in the associated set have been checked off, we can look for a state to branch back to. We proceed as follows:
s. We know that at most one of G I ' or 02' haw eight equal to that of F8. If neither does, terminate with "unsatisfiable". Otherwise, suppose without loss of generality that QOl 11 =IIFb'J. We then associate H with .0 1 ', checking off all the formulas that were checked off before. We check off other formulas as follows. Suppose '<Axal>...<ah>q has not been checked off. Thus it is associated with a formula of the form <bl>·..<bm>qin F8. By the check made in step 2 above, we know that either <b1)...<bm>q~r where r is q or of the form <AjxcI>...<ck>q, i = 1,2. Ifr is q or begins with <A 2 >, we check off the formula. <A><al>...<lh>q. Otherwise we associate it (Cl>....<ck>q E G I '.. 6. If 'Ot' = H and all the formulas in. H have been checked off, we set°1' to the empty set, forget about H, and proceed as in steps 3 and 4. (Essentially we have b~anched back, so we do not have to worry about satisfying this .set of formulas any more. We can continue workina on the other sets in th~stack.) If°1' " H and if 02' " flit we work on 02' with counter set to N+l, putting (Gl', N+l, m on the stack, while if 02' = 11, we work on (0'., N+I, H). Of course, if N+I >2 2n + 1 we terminate with "un$atisfiable".
Since the procedure is nondeterministic, we take p to be satisfiable iff there is some sequence of choices which returns "p is satisfiable".
We must now show that the above algorithm is correct. To see that· it terminates for all possible sequences of choices, suppose in the general case that there are k primitive programs mentioned in p. Then it is easy to sho'Y by induction on i that the program works on a set whose counter is set t~i at most k i times. Since the counter is always2 2n+ 1, for any sequence of guesses the algorithm 2 2n + 1 terminates after at most k steps (where. a "step" is the whole process outlined above).
If a sequence of choices made by the algorithm returns "p is satisfiable", we can show (see [HR] ) that we have indeed constructed a treelike' model for p, so p really is satisfiable. Conversely, if p·E SDPDL i is satisfiable, we know by Theorem 4.19 there is a tr~like model for p of depth in2 n +l+n < 22n+ I (since i < n). Thus if the algorithm makes guesses corresponding to the state of affairs on tbis model it will oU,tput "p is satisfiable". . where i x~I and y~i x . Thus there are at most 2n weights attainable by subsets offLs(p). Then it is easy to prove that if at a given stage in the algorithm we are working on a s~t with weight (x,y) which is the m th highest attainable. weight, then there are at most m(k~l) triple of (set, counter, (backpointer» on the stack (where· k is, as .above, the number .of primitive .programs appearing in pl.
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The proof d~pends crucially on the fact that we always work on the set of lowest weight possible. If any triples are added to. the· stack at the end of a step (and at most k-l triples can be added at any step), then at the next step we mus.t be working on a set of lower weight. Since k ( n, and m~2n, there are always' ( 2n 2 triples on the stack. Thus the algorithm only uses polynomial space.
We now take a closer look at exactly how much space is required.. .Fi.rst of aU .note that instead of putting formulas on the stack, we can instead store pointers to formulas. in FLs(p). Moreover, it is easy to rework the argument given in the previous paragraph to show that when we are working on' a set with the mth· highest attainable weight, there will be at most m groups of 2n pointers on the stack. (Although k-I triples can be added to the stack at the end of any step, .the proof shows that these triples involve~2n ·formulas, and hence~2n pointers.) Since each pointer uses ()(Iog(n» space, the algorithm runs in nondeterministic space ()(n 2 -()og(n». By Savitch's Theorem, it runs in deterministic space ()(n4ttog(n»2).
• 5.2 RemQl'ks: 1. Essentially, the algorithm attempts to construct a treelike model for p in a depth-first manner. Every time there is a choice of paths to follow, we follow one of them and putthe other sons 'of the node· on the stack. Since we want to work in polynomial space we must be careful that the stack does not grow too large. We ensure this by following the' path defined by the son of least weight. But the use of weights was not essential in the algorithm because of the following general fact: we can do a depth-first search of a tree with n nodes and outdegree k with a .stack of heightk ·108k(n). (Of course, the. search will not necessarily proceed' down the leftmost path; we must guess the appropriate path at aU times.) The proof follows by an induction. on the height of the tree. since the treelike model which tbe algorithm tries to construct has depth~2 2n and polynomially many nodes at each depth, the result follows. However, the· use of weights does eliminate the nondeterminism at this stage and gives a slightly sharper upper bound on the amount of space required. 2. A similar theorem holds for SDPDL pt formulas, but in this case the proof is' easier since by Theorem 4.13 'SDPDL pt ' formulas have,finite tree models. nis means we do' not ,bave to take care of lhe possibility that I, path might branch' back to aD ancestor, and we do not' need backpointers.
A lanor
ICheme is an uninterpreted deterministic .program scheme with only one prt)Jram variable (ef. [Or] ). Two schemes are strOlllW equivalent if, given any iaterpretation·of the symbOls in the schemes, they both compute the same result or they both fail to halt. As noted in (FL] We take R~to be the conjunction of 4 the four formulas fl(x), f 2 (x), f 3 (x), and f~x), which enforce conditions 1 through 4 respectively. Let x = xo-..x n -l' where Xi E r, I~t SO be the initial state of M, and let b € r denote the blank symbol.
Let Itrin, be the formula which says that the Pwi's correspond to a strioe of symbols: Al~i~~n) (V{(u,v,y,z) 
Clearly if x E· L, then ttxl is satisfied in a model such as the one above, where there ,are k states corresponding to the k steps of the accepting computation byM. Conversely, if M, SO t= «x) then the graph corresponding to-M looks like the one pictured· above, except that it may· be an in'rinite straight line. Let k be the least number such that M, sk t= QCcept. Then it is easy to check that M accepts x in k steps, where M, Sj 1= Pwi iff w is in the jth position of the tape at time j.
• From Theorems S.l and S.3 and the fact that p is valid iff ....P is not satisfiable we immediately obtain 5.4 'Corollary: The satisfiability and validity problems for SDPDL and SDPDL pt are polynomW space complete.
Remark:
In [BUPl it was already shown that every s~.tisfiable DPDL (and hence SDPDL) formula has a model' of size~4 n ·n 2 . The q~estion arises if we can do any better for SDPOL formulas. The answer is essentially'no,~ince by using' the techniques of Theorem S.3 we·· can encode the computation. of a Turing. machine which counts up to 2 n and then halts into an SDPDL formula. This formula will have size ()(n), and the smallest model that satisfies it will have size 2 n . [DP] , and [Pl) that for al,l i·~0, PDL i ·<PDL i + l , In fact, these proofs also show (S)DPDL i < (S)DPDLi+l. We use our structure theorem (Theorem 4.12) to rederive these results and e~tend them to show that SDPDL i ·< DPDL i and SDPDL < DPDL.
6.2' RemQrk: Meyer and Winklmann .show in [MW] that SDPDLpt<DPDL pt ' ·· by showing. that the DPDL pt formula <A*>[A*]P is not equivalent to any SDPDL pt formula. Their proof does not extend to full SDPDL. It is easy to see ·that for any formula P. is not equiv,lent to any SDPDL formula. It then follows that the DPDLo fermula [(Au8)*lP is also not equivalent to·· any SDPDL formula, for if it. were equivalent to some SDPDL formula 'q, then it is easy to check that p would be equivalent to q with all the occurrences of P replaced by «A>true "<B>trutt. •
Essentially, the proof above shows that an SDPDLprogram cannot examine every node of a full binary tree, while (AUB)* can.
Combining these res.u1ts with those of [B] and [Pl, we get the following picture, where languages not connected by a chain of <'$ are incomparable in expressive power:
OPDLa ( DPOL I <.•• < DPDL V V V SDPDLa < SDPDL t <... <. SOPDL.
